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Athletics by Kyle Dinsmore
1.

Fall

sports are still scheduled to play the modified seasons.
● Bus travel is still the biggest issue we are facing regarding sports
after the New Year.
● If we are unable to put more than 10-15 kids on a large bus we will
need to allow parents to transport students to and from games. This is
something that many schools around the country are moving towards
at this time.

2.

I

talked with Kelly Arnold about how Nucla wanted to proceed with the
conversation regarding trying to combine our sports programs but he hadn’t
discussed it with the Nucla school board yet. I will check-in with Kelly again
next week to see if he has made any progress regarding this subject.

3. I am continuing to develop high school schedules
● The football schedule is virtually complete. I am waiting for a definite
answer from Dove Creek regarding playing twice this season.
● The high school volleyball will be discussed at the next AD meeting. I
will need to find five games outside of league in order to fill out the
schedule.
● I am working on the wrestling schedule because wrestling is one of
the hardest-hit sports with all the new guidelines on how events are
held – it is likely the schedule may completely change.
● The track and field schedule will be worked on as we get closer to the
season due to the fact that CHSAA has not released any competition
guidelines at this point.
● Middle school sports schedules will be addressed at the next AD
meeting.
● The knowledge bowl schedule will be adjusted for an abbreviated
season at the next AD meeting.

4. I want to create a sports survey for students that will be used to see where
our student’s interests are regarding sports moving forward. What sports have
the most participation interest? What sports don’t?
5.  We have been approached by the Norwood Parks and Recreation District
(NPRD) and asked if we would be interested in taking over their club climbing
team. Climbing is a club sport in Colorado so it is not a CHSAA sport; however,
they do follow CHSAA guidelines for participation. NPRD had 8-10 students
participate in their climbing club program last year.
● I need a little more time to figure out how many kids would be
interested in participating in climbing – along with researching the
logistics more thoroughly.
● I also have a meeting with the NPRD coordinator regarding starting a
soccer program.
Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) by Ellen Metrick
9.8.2020 meeting
FSCP surveys go out 9.10, due back by 9.18.Kelly Webb, Kelly’s daughter, Eileen
Cahalane, Perri Gipner, and Ross Williams helped to make this happen. Ross created a
Spanish version of the survey.
We discussed and then reworked the proposed 2020-2021 Learning Targets PD plan,
scaling it back a bit so that teachers are working at their levels of comfort with learning
targets and have first quarter to adjust to the new classroom environment.
There is some money left in the budget from this past year. Some of the money will be spent
on PBIS / Maverick masks that will be distributed at PBIS recognition awards. Some will be
spent on gift certificates for the winners of the FSCP survey drawing.
The next MLT meeting is Oct.13 at 4 p.m. The team will review an initial PD plan for FSCP
based on survey results and review an updated learning targets plan.
.
Proactive Behavior Interventions and Supports by Shannon Dean and Andrya
Brantingham
The PBIS team met yesterday (9/14) to look at and analyze data: Acknowledgements,
SWIS, baseline survey. We will present these data to the staff at 9/25 SSaCC.
● The team completed the Tier 2 School Level Readiness Checklist.
● Each school spent the first two weeks of school teaching the behavior expectations
as outlined on the matrix. A specific Public Health matrix was developed for the
opening of school this year.
● SPDG money was used to purchase NPS Maverick masks for adults and students
as acknowledgments for starting the new school year with a BANG!
● Admin and team leads met to discuss masks and how to help kids ask for mask
breaks, rather than not comply with the expectation of wearing one. Teachers have
been given sticky notes with affective sentence stems to remind students there are
appropriate ways to ask for breaks.

